Auto BlackBox VT300 (SE) Commercial Camera

The all new VT300 SE is a high quality, commercial grade dash camera system designed to be used in a fleet truck environment. The system is capable of any fleet requirements for management including GPS tracking and remote live viewing. 2 Year warranty is also provided.

6CH HD Dash Cam Mode: With the VT300 you can have up to 6 cameras running. The front, and rear on the main unit, with an additional 4 cameras for recording outside the vehicle.

Easily Store Videos with Event Locking: The VT300 has an event button on the front of the camera. Drivers can easily permanently store any important videos by simply pressing this button. Saved files will not be overwritten.

GPS with Glonass: Extremely sensitive GPS module with connections to GPS and Glonass for increased reliability and quick connection times when the vehicle starts.

Tamper Proof Mount: The patented bracket mounting system provides full tamper-proof capabilities, allowing fleet managers to lock the cameras in place and protect the data on the SD cards at all times.

Input Trigger Ready: The VT300 can activate on trigger inputs to record more data as part of the clients fleet monitoring solution. This includes features such as ‘seat-belt release’ or ‘over-speed’.

Features

- 720P + 720P High Definition
- 30 Frames per second
- Up to 256GB SD Card storage
- Dual SD Card support
- Loop Recording Function
- Tested for Australian Conditions
- WiFi enabled for 3G/4G access
- Remote live view enabled
- GPS Tracking with live updates
- Google mapping via PC Player
- 2 Year Warranty